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Proposal—The demonstration will showcase a 4G LTE network based on Phluido’s           
Radio-as-a-Service (RaaS) technology. The visitors will be able to connect a commercial            
smartphone to the live indoor LTE network, and experience the superior performance that             
centralized Radio Access Network (RAN) can provide. While keeping the flow interactive, the             
speakers will point out the unique aspects that make this RaaS deployment the World’s first               
“cloud RAN over IP” public demonstration. 
 
The growing demand for high-speed wireless connectivity creates new market opportunities for the             
cellular network operators, but also brings them new challenges. In particular, the traditional             
network infrastructure based on city-wide “macro cells” has been proven very inefficient in most              
modern deployments, which are dominated by high-speed data traffic consumed in relatively static             
settings. The network densification trend (see [1,2] and references therein) addresses this problem             
by relying on “small cells”, each covering a fraction of the area covered by a macro cell, so that                   
operators can put capacity exactly where it is needed and spectrum usage efficiency is improved. In                
a distributed RAN (D-RAN) architecture, each small cell offers essentially the same functionalities as              
a traditional macro cell. In stark contrast with this paradigm, in a cloud RAN (C-RAN) architecture,                
each small cell is split between a remote radio unit (RRU), which is a simple and cheap edge-node                  
device, and a baseband unit (BBU), which is a complex device running the LTE stack and controlling                 
multiple RRUs from a central location [1,2]. This solution is optimal in terms of performance, thanks                
to centralized management of interference and mobility, but the need for a dedicated fiber-grade              
link between the BBU and each RRU makes it difficult/costly to deploy, especially in the “last-mile”                
scenarios that are common in small cell deployments [1,2]. Solutions that offer tradeoffs between              
D-RAN and C-RAN exist, but do so at the expenses of either cost or performance [1,2]. 
Phluido’s Radio-as-a-Service (RaaS) technology is the first solution that brings C-RAN performance            
and D-RAN cost together, making “C-RAN over IP” a reality [3]. The RaaS edge nodes are cheap                 
devices that bring plug-and-play 4G LTE connectivity wherever an IP connection is available, even if               
based upon Ethernet or WiFi. The RaaS BBUs run the LTE stack on general purpose CPUs in the                  
cloud, either public or on premise, with no need for dedicated hardware. This fully virtual LTE                
implementation, from the upper layers down to the physical layer, makes the network future proof,               
since updates and upgrades are just software patches on the cloud side. The “as-a-service” paradigm               
is disrupting several traditional infrastructure markets, and is ready to disrupt the cellular network              
one. The live demonstration at Globecom will showcase all these unique features, with a live               
over-the-air 4G LTE network open to the visitors to test. 
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